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Abstract. LetA be a subspace arrangement and letχ(A, t) be the characteristic polynomial of its intersection
latticeL(A). We show that if the subspaces inA are taken fromL(Bn), whereBn is the typeB Weyl arrangement,
thenχ(A, t) counts a certain set of lattice points. One can use this result to study the partial factorization ofχ(A, t)
over the integers and the coefficients of its expansion in various bases for the polynomial ringR[t ]. Next we prove
that the characteristic polynomial of any Weyl hyperplane arrangement can be expressed in terms of an Ehrhart
quasi-polynomial for its affine Weyl chamber. Note that our first result deals with all subspace arrangements
embedded inBn while the second deals with all finite Weyl groups but only their hyperplane arrangements.
Keywords: Weyl group, hyperplane arrangement, subspace arrangement, M¨obius function, characteristic poly-
nomial, Ehrhart polynomial
1. Introduction and background
An arrangementis a finite set
A = {K1, . . . , Km} (1)
of proper subspaces of Euclidean spaceRn. All the subspaces we consider will be linear
and so go through the origin. If eachKi has dimension−1, thenA is called ahyperplane
arrangement. We sometimes refer to general arrangements asub pace arrangementsto
emphasize that they need not be hyperplane arrangements. We write
⋃
A for the set-
theoretic union of the subspaces inA, i.e.,
⋃m
i=1 Ki .
The theory of hyperplane arrangements is a beautiful area of mathematics which brings
together ideas from topology, algebra, and combinatorics. Its roots go back to the end of
the 19th century but it is also an active area of research today. The recent book [15] of
Orlik and Terao covers both classical work and recent developments in the field. Subspace
arrangements, on the other hand, have received relatively little attention yet, as was noted in
the recent survey article of Bj¨orner [2]. It is important to emphasize that in most cases it isnot
easy to generalize results from the hyperplane case to the subspace case. Particularly nicely
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behaved hyperplane arrangements are those which are associated with finite Weyl groups
(see, e.g., [14]). We wish to study these arrangements and certain subspace arrangements
related to them. We begin by establishing some notation and terminology.
Let A be an arrangement as in (1) above, and assume, for simplicity, that there are no
containments among theKi . LetL = L(A)be the set of all intersections of these subspaces,
ordered by reverse inclusion, called theintersection lattice. (Concepts from lattice theory
that are not explained here can be found in Stanley’s text [17].) Note thatL s a unique
minimal element̂0 corresponding toRn, an atom corresponding to eachKi , and a unique
maximal element̂1 corresponding to
⋂m
i=1 Ki . If A is a hyperplane arrangement then
L(A) is a geometric lattice, but in general it is not even ranked. IfA andB are subspace
arrangements such thatA ⊆ L(B), i.e., all the subspaces inA are intersections of subspaces
in B, then we say thatA is embeddedin B.
Given an arrangementA, letµ(X) = µ(0̂, X) denote theMöbius functionof the lattice
L(A); it is uniquely defined by∑
Y≤X
µ(Y) = δ0̂,X
whereδ0̂,X is the Kronecker delta. The M¨obius function is one of the fundamental invari-






Since the characteristic polynomial is just the generating function for the M¨obius function,
it is also of prime importance. Our results in this paper give a combinatorial interpretation
for the characteristic polynomials of hyperplane arrangements associated to Weyl groups
and subspace arrangements embedded in some of these Weyl arrangements.
For any finite Weyl group,W, there is a corresponding hyperplane arrangementW whose
elements are the reflecting hyperplanes ofW. Initially we shall be interested in the case
whereW comes from one of the three infinite familiesAn, Bn, Dn. (The arrangement for
Cn is clearly the same as that forBn.) In terms of the coordinate functionsx1, . . . , xn in
Rn, the associated hyperplane arrangements can be defined as
An = {xi = xj : 1≤ i < j ≤ n},
Dn = An ∪ {xi = −xj : 1≤ i < j ≤ n},
Bn = Dn ∪ {xi = 0 : 1≤ i ≤ n}
so thatAn ⊂ Dn ⊂ Bn. Note thatn here refers to the dimension of the space, not the
number of fundamental reflections (which isn− 1 forAn andn for the other two).
2. Arrangements embedded inBn
We shall now give our first main result: a combinatorial interpretation for the characteristic
polynomial of any subspace arrangement embedded in one of the three infinite families of
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Weyl hyperplane arrangements. It was obtained in an attempt to generalize Zaslavsky’s
beautiful theory of signed graph coloring [23–25]. Given integersr ≤ s, we let [r, s] =
{r, r+1, . . . , s}. Note that ifr = −s thent = |[−s, s]| is odd, where|·| denotes cardinality.
Note also that [−s, s]n is just the cube of points inZn centered at the origin witht points
on a side. So [−s, s]n\⋃A is the set of points ofZn that are in this cube but not on any
subspace fromA.
Theorem 2.1 If A ⊆ L(Bn) then for any t= 2s+ 1
χ(A, t) =
∣∣∣[−s, s]n∖⋃A∣∣∣ .
Note that the hypothesis of the theorem does not preclude the possibility thatAm y also
be embedded inAn orDn, as these are embedded inBn. Let us give a concrete example of
this result before proving it. Let
A = B2 = {x = 0, y = 0, x = y, x = −y}.
Also let s = 2 so thatt = 5. Then [−2, 2]2 andB2 are shown in figure 1. Removing the
lines ofB2 from the cube leaves 8 lattice points. On the other hand it is well known that
χ(B2, t) = (t − 1)(t − 3); see Eq. (3). Soχ(B2, 5) = 4 · 2= 8 as expected.
Proof of Theorem 2.1: We construct two functionsf, g : L(A)→Z by defining for each
X ∈ L(A)











Recall thatL(A) is ordered byreverseinclusion so that
⋃
Y>X Y⊂ X. In particularg(Rn) =
|[−s, s]n\⋃A|. Note also thatX ∩ [−s, s]n is combinatorially just a cube of dimension
dim X and sidet so that f (X) = tdim X. Finally, f (X) = ∑Y≥X g(Y) so by the Möbius
Figure 1. The lattice points of [−2, 2]2\⋃B2.
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which is the desired result. 2
In the proof of Theorem 2.1, it was crucial that each of the subspacesX under consid-
eration had exactlytdim(X) points in [−s, s]n. In fact, theonly subspaces ofRn with this
property are those inL(Bn). So the method of proof of Theorem 2.1 cannot be applied
directly to other arrangements.
We should also mention how our theorem is related to Zaslavsky’s theory of signed
graphs. Zaslavsky assigns to each hyperplane arrangementA contained (as a subset) in
Bn a signed graphGA. The graph has vertices 1, 2, . . . ,n with a positive (respectively,
negative) edge from vertexi to vertex j iff xi = xj (respectively,xi = −xj ) is in A.
The graphGA also has a half-edge at vertexi iff xi = 0 is in A. He then defines a
chromatic polynomialP(G, t) for signed graphs (generalizing the one for ordinary graphs)
and shows thatP(GA, t) = χ(A, t). If one thinks of the vertices ofGA as being coordinates,
then a proper coloring ofGA in Zaslavsky’s sense turns out to be just an element of
[−s, s]n\⋃A. The advantages of our viewpoint are that it applies to subspace arrangements
embedded inBn (not just hyperplane embeddings) and that it admits an analog for all Weyl
hyperplane arrangements as we shall see in our second main theorem. We should mention
that Stanley [18] has independently formulated a version of Theorem 2.1 for arrangements
embedded inAn using hypergraphs and symmetric functions.
3. Examples
First, let us show how Theorem 2.1 can be used to compute the well-known characteristic
polynomials for the three infinite families of Weyl hyperplane arrangements. In the typeA
case we see that a point of [−s, s]n\⋃An must have all coordinates different. So there are
t = 2s+ 1 choices for the first coordinate,t − 1 for the second, etc. This gives a total of
χ(An, t) = t (t − 1) · · · (t − n+ 1).
It will be useful to have a notation for this falling factorial, so we will let〈t〉n =
t (t − 1) · · · (t − n+ 1).
For Bn the points in the cube minus the arrangement must all have different absolute
values and must be nonzero. The first coordinate can be chosen int − 1 ways since zero
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is not allowed. The second coordinate can be anything except zero and plus or minus the
value of the first, givingt − 3 possibilities. Continuing in this way we see that
χ(Bn, t) = (t − 1)(t − 3) · · · (t − 2n+ 1). (3)
We will let 〈〈t〉〉n = t (t − 2) · · · (t − 2n+ 2) so thatχ(Bn, t) = 〈〈t − 1〉〉n.
For the third family, note that any point of [−s, s]n\⋃Dn can have at most one zero
coordinate. The points with no zero coordinate were counted in theBn case. For those
with one zero, there aren ways to pick this coordinate and the remaining nonzero ones are
accounted for as inBn−1. The total is thus
χ(Dn, t) = χ(Bn, t)+ nχ(Bn−1, t) = (t − 1)(t − 3) · · · (t − 2n+ 3)(t − n+ 1).
Notice that in all three of these examplesχ factors over the integers. In fact for any
Weyl hyperplane arrangement it is well known that the roots are just the exponents of the
corresponding group [22]. The characteristic polynomial of a subspace arrangementSn
embedded in a Weyl hyperplane arrangementHn from one of the three infinite families
does not always have integral roots. But it can happen that it factors partially and is in
fact divisible by the polynomial for a hyperplane arrangementHm, m ≤ n. Further, when
one expandsχ(Sn, t) in terms of the basis{χ(H j , t) : j ≥ 0} for R[t ] the coefficients
vanish for small j , thus explaining the divisibility relation since for typeA and B we
haveχ(H j , t) |χ(H j+1, t). Finally, the coefficients in the basis expansion turn out to be
nonnegative integers having a nice combinatorial interpretation which makes it obvious
when they are zero. The next few results will illustrate this point. Other examples can be
found in [7, 26] and are being pursued by Sagan.
To describe the subspace arrangements that we will consider, it is convenient to have
some notation. Let [n] = {1, . . . ,n}. If I = {i, j, . . . , k} ⊆ [n] then letxI stand for the
equationxi = xj = · · · = xk. SoxI = 0 is the system of equationsxi = 0 for all i ∈ I .
Also let±xI represent the set of all equations of the form
εi xi = · · · = εkxk
for εi , . . . , εk ∈ {±1}. In each case we use the same symbol to denote the corresponding
subspace(s). Thek-equalandk, h-equalsubspace arrangements are defined by
An,k = {xI : I ⊆ [n] and|I | = k},
Dn,k = {±xI : I ⊆ [n] and|I | = k},
Bn,k,h = Dn,k ∪ {xJ = 0 : J ⊆ [n] and|J| = h}.
TheAn,k arrangement first appeared in the work of Bj¨orner et al. [3], motivated by its
relevance to a certain problem in computational complexity. Its study has been continued
by these authors and Linusson, Sundaram, Wachs and Welker in various combinations [4–6,
8, 13, 20, 21]. TheBn,k,h andDn,k were introduced by Bj¨orner and Sagan in a paper [7]
about their combinatorial and homological properties. Note that each of these subspace
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arrangements is embedded in the hyperplane arrangement of the corresponding type and
therefore inBn.
Consider thek-equal arrangementAn,k embedded inAn with χ(An) = 〈t〉n. It will be
convenient to letSk(n, j ) denote the number of partitions of ann-element set intoj subsets
each of which is of size at mostk. Thus these are generalizations of the Stirling numbers
of the second kind.




Sk−1(n, j )〈t〉 j (4)
and the divisibility relation
〈t〉dn/(k−1)e | χ(An,k, t). (5)
Proof: To get the expansion, consider an arbitrary pointx ∈ [−s, s]n\⋃An,k. Sox can
have at mostk− 1 of its coordinates equal. Consider thex’s with exactly j different coor-
dinates. Then there areSk−1(n, j ) ways to distribute thej values among then coordinates
with at mostk− 1 equal. We can then choose which values to use in〈t〉 j ways. Summing
over all j gives the desired equation.
For the divisibility result, note thatSk−1(n, j ) = 0 if j < dn/(k − 1)e becausej sets
of at mostk − 1 objects can partition a set of size of at mostn = j (k − 1). Plugging this
into (4) finishes the proof. 2
We should note that expansion (4) was derived by Bj¨orner and Lov´asz [4] and by
Sundaram [19] using formal power series techniques. Analogs of this expansion for typeB
andD can be found in a paper of Bj¨orner and Sagan [7] while applications to the Boolean
algebra are in Zhang’s thesis [26].
Theorem 3.2 LetA be a subspace arrangement.




aj 〈t〉 j (6)
then aj ∈ Z≥0 for all j , 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Furthermore if m is the largest index such that
am = 0 then
〈t〉m+1 | χ(A, t).




bj 〈〈t − 1〉〉 j
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then bj ∈ Z≥0 for all j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Furthermore if m is the largest index such that
bm = 0 then
〈〈t − 1〉〉m+1 | χ(A, t).
Proof: We will do part (a) as (b) is similar. Consider anyX ∈ L(An) and defineX0 =
(X\⋃Y>X Y)∩ [−s, s]n whereY ∈ L(An). Then we haveX0 ⊆⋃A if X ⊆ K for some
K ∈ A. On the other hand we haveX0 ⊆ [−s, s]n\⋃A if there is no suchK containing







where the disjoint union is over allX not contained in any subspace ofA. Taking cardinal-
ities on both side of this equation and using the fact that|X0| = 〈t〉dim X shows that theaj
in (6) are nonnegative integers.
For the divisibility relation, it suffices to prove thatj = 0 impliesaj−1 = 0. Butaj = 0
implies that everyX ∈ L(An) of dimension j is contained in someK ∈ A. Thus any
Y > X is in a K andaj−1 = 0. 2
4. Weyl hyperplane arrangements
In this section we confine our attention to hyperplane arrangements that consist of the
reflecting hyperplanes of a Weyl group. For background information on Weyl groups,
including any concepts that we use without explanation, see the book of Humphreys [11],
whose notation we endeavor to follow. We shall obtain a combinatorial characterization of
the characteristic polynomial of such an arrangement. In rough outline, the characterization
is similar to Theorem 2.1, but the latticeZn will be replaced with another lattice, the cube
of side 2s+ 1 will be replaced with another polytope, and the restriction to odd values oft
will be replaced with other congruences imposed ont .
Unfortunately, both of the (mathematical) meanings of “lattice”—a poset in which finite
subsets have joins and meets, and a discrete subgroup ofRn—are relevant to the present
discussion. We rely on the context to make it clear which is meant.
Let W be a finite Weyl group, determined by a root system8 spanningRn. The hy-
perplanes orthogonal to the roots constitute theWeyl arrangementW associated toW, and
the reflections in these hyperplanes generateW. Throughout this section, we follow the
convention of naming a Weyl arrangement by the script letter corresponding to the name
of the Weyl group. This agrees with the notation in the preceding sections forBn andDn,
but what we now callAn is the restriction, to the hyperplanex1+ x2+ · · · + xn+1 = 0, of
what was previously calledAn+1.
Let Z(8) be the lattice inRn consisting of those vectorsx that satisfy(α, x) ∈ Z for all
rootsα ∈ 8. This is the coweight lattice associated to8, and it will play the role thatZn
played in Theorem 2.1.
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Our analog of the cube [−s, s]n of lattice points is
Pt (8) = {x ∈ Z(8) | (α, x) < t for all α ∈ 8}.
Of course we will be interested in counting the lattice points inPt (8)\
⋃
W.
Fix a simple system
1 = {σ1, . . . , σn}






of 1, the coefficientsci (λ) are integers and are either all≥0 or all≤0. The fact that the
coefficients are integers implies that, if a vectorx satisfies(α, x) ∈ Z for all α ∈ 1, then
it automatically satisfies the same for allα ∈ 8 and therefore belongs toZ(8). In other
words, in defining the coweight lattice, we could have restricted attention to simple roots.
If 8 is irreducible then among all the roots there is ahighestone,α̃, characterized by
the fact that, for all rootsλ and all i ∈ [n], ci (α̃) ≥ ci (λ). We shall write simplyci for
ci (α̃). One final ingredient for our theorem is theindex of connection, f , which we define
for irreducible root systems as
f = |W|
n! · c1 · · · cn . (7)
For an arbitrary root system,f is defined as the product of the indices of connection for
each irreducible component. (Humphreys definesf [11, p. 40] as the index of the coroot
lattice as a subgroup of the coweight lattice and derives (7) as his Proposition 4.9. Since
this formula is all we need to know aboutf , we take it as the definition.)
Theorem 4.1 Let8 be a root system for a finite Weyl group with associated arrangement
W. Let t be a positive integer relatively prime to all the coefficients ci = ci (α̃). Then
χ(W, t) = 1
f
∣∣∣Pt (8)∖⋃W∣∣∣ .
Proof: We may as well assume that8 is irreducible since if it is not then both sides of
the given equation decompose into a product of factors, one for each of the irreducible
components. We begin by representing vectors in a form convenient for counting the points
in Pt (8)\
⋃
W. For anyx ∈ Rn, let x∗ be then-tuple consisting of the inner products ofx
with the simple roots, i.e.,x∗i = (σi , x). Sox ∈ Z(8) if and only if x∗ ∈ Zn. Also, x lies
in the open fundamental chamberC of W if and only if x∗ lies in the open positive orthant
(R>0)n.
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SincePt (8) andW are both invariant under the action of the groupW, we can count the
points ofPt (8)\
⋃
W by first counting the ones inC and then multiplying by the number
of chambers (which equals the group’s order|W|). To do the counting inC, we count
instead the corresponding pointsx∗ in the positive orthant ofZn subject to the requirement
x ∈ Pt (8). Note that sincex∗ is in theopenpositive orthant,x is automatically not in
⋃
W.
For x∗ in Zn the requirement thatx ∈ Pt (8) is equivalent to the fact that, for all rootsλ,






But since thex∗i are all positive, these inequalities for allλ ∈ 8 follow from the one with the
largest coefficients, namely the one forλ = α̃. So our task is to count the numberψ(t) of
pointsx∗ ∈ (Z>0)n that satisfy the one linear inequality
∑
ci x∗i < t . Thisψ(t) is known as





i = 1; see [17], page 235ff. It is also interesting to note that
P1(8)
⋃
c is just the fundamental chamber for the affine Weyl group corresponding toW.
Getting back to the task at hand, we must prove thatψ(t) · |W| = f · χ(W, t) whent
is relatively prime to allci . Using our definition (7) off we see that this is equivalent to
showing




for the appropriate values oft and this is the form that we shall use in practice.
To computeψ(t), we use its generating functionγ (z) = ∑t ψ(t) · zt . It is easy to see
that the generating function forn-tuplesx∗ of positive integers with
∑
ci x∗i equal tot is
n∏
i=1





To get the generating function for
∑
ci x∗i strictly smaller thant , one just multiplies this by
z+ z2+ z3+ · · ·, obtaining






If we let m be the least common multiple of theci ’s, then all the fractions in this product
can be written with denominator 1− zm. It follows, by the general theory of rational
generating functions (cf., [17], Chapter 4), thatψ(t) is, for positivet , a quasi-polynomial
with quasi-periodm and degreen. This means that, when restricted to values oft in any
one congruence class modulom, ψ is a polynomial of degreen.
From here on, the proof is computational. One inserts into the formula forγ (z) the
coefficientsci appropriate for a particular8 (cf., page 98 of [11]), one obtains a polynomial
formula for ψ on each congruence class modulom (either by direct calculation or by
computing enough values ofψ to uniquely interpolate polynomials of the right degree),
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and one verifies that, for the congruence classes prime to(or equivalently prime to all the
ci ), the polynomial so obtained, when multiplied by|W|/ f , yields the (known) characteristic
polynomial ofW. Here are some of the computations.
For An, theci are all 1, so
γ (z) = z
n+1
(1− z)n+1 .
Here the coefficients of the expansion are well known, and we find thatψ(t) = ( t−1n ).
Multiplying by n!
∏
i ci = n! we get〈t − 1〉n, the characteristic polynomial ofAn. (This
differs from the characteristic polynomial ofAn in the preceding section because what was
there calledAn is the currentAn−1 with all dimensions increased by 1.)
For Bn, theci are all 2 except for a single 1, sot is odd. The generating function is










Here the expansion of(1− z2)−n−1 contains every even powerz2k of z with coefficient
(
k+n
n ) (and of course contains no odd powers ofz). So, sincet is odd, the coefficient ofz
t
in γ (z) is








i ci = 2n−1n!, we get
2n · 〈(t − 1)/2〉n = 〈〈t − 1〉〉n,
the characteristic polynomial ofBn. We note that whent is even a similar calculation gives
2n−1n!ψ(t) = (t − 2)(t − 4) · · · (t − 2n+ 2) · (t − n) = χ(Dn, t − 1).
We do not know any reason for this coincidence.
The computations forCn, Dn and the exceptional root systems follow the same pattern
as those forAn andBn. The necessary information can be found in the following table. In
it, the ci are listed using the notation 1m1, . . . ,nmn which means that the valuej appears
with multiplicity mj . Also for brevityχ(W, t) is expressed by listing its roots which are
just the exponents ofW. 2
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W Roots ofχ(W, t) γ (z) ci




Bn/Cn 1, 3, . . . ,2n− 1 z2n(1+z)2(1−z2)n+1 1, 2n−1
Dn 1, 3, . . . ,2n− 3, n− 1 z2n−2(1+z)4(1−z2)n+1 13, 2n−3








E8 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29 z
30
(1−z)(1−z2)3(1−z3)2(1−z4)2(1−z5)(1−z6) 2
2, 32, 42, 5, 6




G2 1, 5 z
6
(1−z)(1−z2)(1−z3) 2, 3
We should mention that Haiman [10, Section 7.4] independently discovered this theo-
rem and gave a proof which is more uniform but less elementary. Very recently Christos
Athanasiadis [1] has given another uniform demonstration. His main tool is the following
result of Crapo and Rota [9] which is similar in statement and proof to Theorem 2.1 but
replaces [−s, s]n by Fnp whereFp is the finite field withp elements,p prime.
Theorem 4.2 (Crapo and Rota) LetA be any subspace arrangement inRn defined over
the integers and hence overFp. Then for large enough primes p we have
χ(A, p) =
∣∣∣Fnp∖⋃A∣∣∣ . 2
It is interesting to note that this result can also be obtained from results of Lehrer [12] about
the l -adic cohomology of hyperplane complements inCn. In fact Lehrer has anl -adic
cohomological interpretation of the characteristic polynomial in the equivariant case. This
suggests the problem of trying to find versions of our two main theorems when there is an
automorphismg of Cn stabilizingA and one considers the poset of all elements ofL(A)
fixed byg.
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